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RELEASE
Matt Fraser, www.MeetMattFraser.com, the 26 year
old internationally famous psychic medium and author
is appearing across the east coast showcasing
“Medium with a Message” an inspirational event
which will reconnect audiences with loved ones that
have past.
You can see his interview on WTSP Tampa Bay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NF7g0d4VSYQ&
t=2s
Fraser (originally from Rhode Island) has been a
highly sought after psychic and has performed
hundreds of thousands of readings around the worldhelping one person at a time. Aside from his live events, Matt has been active in aiding
police departments on cold cases, and has brought comfort to families experiencing
tragedy such as the relatives of victims of 9/11, those who lost children in the Sandy
Hook Tragedy, and those dealing with unexplained passing’s.
Heather Gersten, of Lite Rock 105 FM, stated after a recent interview with Fraser that,
"Matt's amazing! He totally reconnected me with my late Grandmother and let me know
she was no longer in pain. He also revealed to me the exact conversation my husband
had with his late father during a recent Father's Day visit to his grave. Wait until you
meet him…he’s going to blow you away!"
Matt has always felt the need to help others, and started in his teenage years when he
became an Emergency Medical Technician working in the City of Boston. After keeping
his gift a secret for years, fearing that he would not be accepted, Matt looked deeper into
his abilities, and came to understand that being a medium was his calling and life’s
mission. And now, Matt Fraser is bringing this event to us all! It will be the most
amazing family reunion ever experienced!
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Matt Fraser believes his job does not end with reconnecting
friends and family with their loved ones who have passed.
Each month Matt spends countless hours volunteering,
hosting events and fundraisers to help give back to non-profit
organizations. He strongly believes that it is his mission to
help make the world a better place, in any way that he can.
In just the past year alone, Matt has helped numerous nonprofit organizations and charities raise funds through his
interactive and uplifting "Medium with a Message" events. It is
his way of paying it forward and helping to support those
organizations that have such a strong positive influence in
helping the community.

A few of the
organizations that Matt has helped in the recent months
through his live events include…
-Westport Vietnam Veterans,
-Dana Farber via Pan America Mass Challenge
-Out of the Darkness" Suicide Prevention
-Alzheimer’s Finding a Cure
-Pawtucket Fireworks Committee
-Forever Paws Animal Shelter
-Providence Fire Department
-Kennedy Donovan Center
-Clinton Chamber of Commerce & Many More!
Because of Matt’s giving nature he was even contacted to
help sit on the Providence Water Fire Committee to plan
th
the 150 Birthday Party for the Providence Police
Department with over 30,000 attendees! To the left Matt is
pictured as he presented the birthday cake to Providence
Chief of Police Hugh Clemmings.
As well as his many charitable works Matt serves full time as a Board Member of The National
Cultural Diversity Awareness Council, and Forever Paws, a nonprofit and no kill animal shelter.
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About
Matt Fraser speaks with the departed and says
they have a lot to say! He has conducted
thousands of readings around the world,
reconnecting friends & family with the spirits of
those who are no longer with us. His
messages of hope, comfort and reassurance
have touched the lives of all who meet him,
making Matt one of the most gifted and
genuine psychics living today.
It all began in New England where Matt was
born and raised. He was no different than any
other child although he was born with “The
Sight”. A psychic gift that was passed down
from his maternal grandmother. (Pictured
Bottom Left) The signs occurred very early. At
just the age of four, Matt began seeing and
hearing the departed in his bedroom at night.
As a child this extraordinary gift frightened him, forcing him to push it away until his teen
years. It appeared that he was already starting to be prepared for the incredible journey
that laid ahead of him.
Matt has always felt the need to help others. That is
why in his early teenage years he became an
Emergency Medical Technician working in the City of
Boston. He had kept his gift a secret for years, fearing
that he would not be accepted. It wasn’t until Matt
looked deeper into his abilities, that he understood
being a medium was his calling and life’s mission. In
the years that followed, Matt would become one of the
world’s most respected Psychics.
Now, as an adult, Matt is doing just that. Through his
sold out live events, to the his one-on-one sessions
and books, Matt is on a personal mission to reconnect
as many people as possible with their loved ones in
Heaven. He has answered questions for thousands of
people with his incredible psychic gift and has been a
highly sought after guest appearing on major media outlets across the nation.
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What people are saying –
EXAMINER - “Pay attention to the name Matt
Fraser, he is an important psychic and will become
more important as time passes. He also did a
reading for me and I can affirm that this guy is the
real item. He contacted my long dead grandmother
and what he said could only be known by her.”

NBC Morning News “Talented Psychic with a
Sense of Humor”

Jammin 107.7- “The Real Deal”
Better TV Connecticut- “ He Wowed Us The Last Time He Was Here!”

Shay Parker CBS Radio Host - “The feedback and response of the clients
who have benefitted from the psychic abilities of Matt Fraser is overwhelming.”

Seth McCoy –Boston News Reporter & Television Host
"Watching Matt work is truly an amazing experience. To see him connect
with people here by bringing them messages from beyond brings comfort
not only to the people he's delivering messages to, but to all of us who are
witnessing his gift."
Gail Furtado Fundraising President - Forever Paws Animal Shelter
“Matt's performance at his shows is always incredibly powerful and
enlightening. “
South Shore Woman’s Magazine - “Great interview today with Matt Fraser.
Yes, he talks to the dead and all that fun stuff”
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Matt Fraser was the star of the first ever Lite Rock 105 “Psychic Showcase Premier” with Cumulus
Media LIVE in Providence Rhode Island! Tickets SOLD OUT within the first 72 Hours. Since then
Matt has returned for a total of 3 additional events, all which sold out far in advance!
Heather Gersten of Lite Rock 105 states after a recent interview with Fraser, "Matt's amazing! He
totally reconnected me with my late Grandmother and let me know she was no longer in pain. He
also revealed to me the exact conversation my husband had with his late father during a recent
Father's Day visit to his grave. He's UNREAL! Wait until you meet him...he's going to blow you
away!"
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Matt Fraser works with the departed to help the living let go of grief so they can focus and
celebrate the positive memories, love, friendship & closeness that has been left to them by a loved
one, rather than focusing on the concept of loss - because love is eternal.
Matt grew up psychic, just like the character
played by Haley Joel Osment in the film the
Sixth Sense. The departed came to Matt asking
him to help their living loved ones with their
messages, memories in order to serve as a bridge
from grief to survival.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eeWJtnomq
E
"The experiences and love you have shared with
someone who passed you can never lose," Matt tells his audiences. "They are the memories that
continue to live within you and inspire and encourage you to live and celebrate each day with
Happiness."
Those who have passed on will often tell
their loved ones to stay encouraged and to
remember the way of life they lived when
they were here. The happiness they spread,
the people they touched and their joy of life
that they had shared with their family and
friends. They like to be remembered as
"Teachers" reminding you of the life lessons
that were taught through them and
encouraging you to lead a life filled with happiness and to create fun filled memories like the
ones you enjoyed with them
Watching clips from the film The Sixth Sense it's
easy to imagine the life led by real life psychic
Matt Fraser, 23, who says he relates to the
fictional child character who famously said, "I
see dead people, walking around like regular
people."
Fraser makes appearances across the USA
bringing comforting messages from departed
loved ones on the other -- usually confirming that they are still watching over their family
wishing them well in great detail.
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Matt Fraser has been a reoccurring guest on Better TV Connecticut. From live readings in their studio audience, to
speaking on topics such as coping with the loss of a loved one Matt continues to engage their viewers, taking them
on a journey into the beyond.
Better TV Connecticut first introduced Matt to their morning
show viewers in March of 2014 as a featured segment. Matt
talked about growing up psychic, his book “The Secrets to
Unlocking Your Psychic Ability” and reconnected hosts Kara
and Scott and audience members with their long lost relatives!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEDyhQjho8Q

While most people have heard that there are seven
stages of grief to go through after losing a loved one, few
know that the final stage - regaining hope. Matt Fraser
returned to Better CT to talk about releasing grief and
finding happiness after the loss of a loved one.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9BDARWFLhE

Fraser, who inherited his gift to hear “messages from
heaven” from his grandmother and his mother, Angela
Fraser, doesn’t just experience the hum of supernatural
energy most of us feel without understanding it—he
receives the sound threads decoded as specific
communiqués from the dead. Matt joined Better TV on
air to demonstrate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpH5DVpr-6U
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TAMPA FLORIDA — Matt Fraser was invited to appear on Great Day
Tampa Bay where he was asked to give Michale Clayton and Co-Host
Stephanie a surprise on air reading. One life
changing reading on air became an
international hit with over 1.6 million
views on YouTube! Michael Clayton
states after speaking with Matt ‘ he made
me a believer”. Matt was able to reconnect
Michael with a long lost friend and
Stephanie with her Father who had departed. After popular demand, Matt
was invited back to the show for a follow up where Michale described his
experience and asked Matt for another reading.
“I deliver messages to those here,” Fraser said.A psychic since he was a
child, Fraser said it all began when he was
3 years old and used to see ghosts and
spirits.
“They would visit me,” Fraser said. “I was
afraid.”After pushing it away, Fraser said
it stopped for a number of years.“Later on,
in my teens, I realized I had to pursue
this,” Fraser said. “I learned it was a
wonderful gift.”
“It’s like they whisper in my ear,” Fraser said. “Those on the other side only
bring messages of good.”
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COAST TO COAST AM- Matt Fraser a
multigenerational psychic medium,
Fraser shared his insights on intuition as
well as the 'other side,' during his 4th
hour appearance. "Intuition is the
building block for your psychic ability,"
he mused, noting that everyone uses it,
whether they believe in it or not. To that
end, Fraser advised that recognition of
intuition is the first step in harnessing
the ability. Beyond that, he suggested
asking small questions as a way of
calling upon intuition and to make note
of the feeling which follows. While Fraser said
that he does not usually receive world
predictions from the 'other side,' he did reveal
that he has recently been told that the upcoming
winter will be particularly harsh for the East
Coast.
As well as being featured on Coast to Coast am,
Matt Fraser was invited to be a reoccuring guest on WAAF Boston after he
stunned the hosts and callers with Live Readings on the air! Lines were full for
the whole hour as Matt reconnected as many people as time allowed. One
woman even reported calling a total of 86 times trying to get through!
http://media.waaf.com/a/97094456/psychic-medium-matt-fraser-9-23-14.htm
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Local Psychic Discusses His Rare Gift
Medium Matthew Fraser joins
The Rhode Show
Many people have seen psychics in
person or on television at one time or
another and you've probably wondered if
any of it is real. Local psychic and
medium Matthew Fraser joined the
Rhode Show for a couple of episodes to
fill us in on what it's like living with his
rare psychic gift.
Segment 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbkgYlrTmis
As a medium, it's Fraser's job to connect everyone
here on the physical world with their loved ones on
the other side.
"I can see those who are departed, so what I
usually do is I'll bring through grandparents or
parents, and share with them memories that they
would have on the other side," he said. "They'll
talk about things that they remembered when they
were here in the physical world with their loved
ones, and these are messages that bring hope,
and joy, and comfort to those in the physical
world."
Segement 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pe2nCKq5F6M
Fraser said he realized he had his gift when he was only 3 years old. He's been able to see the
departed since then, and also said that psychic abilities run in his family.
"When I was a child, it was something that I was struggling with," Fraser said. "It's always tough
when you see and hear things that other people don't."
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Sunday, October 27th 2013 Matt Fraser headlined the Cumulus What Women
Want Expo delivering “Messages from Heaven” LIVE on Stage with Heather from
Lite Rock 105.
The What Women Want Expo quickly gained the attention of local media. This
event received coverage from the following
outside media
• Featured segment on CBS affiliate WPRI
"The Rhode Show"
• Featured event in the Providence
Phoenix newspaper/website
• Featured event in the Cranston
Herald newspaper/website
• Trending local topic on Twitter prior to the
event with #wwwexpo
Over 750 attendees made this the "must
see" event of the season and an instant success.
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Psychic Medium To Host “ Family Reunion” at Foxwoods Resort
Casino
Have you ever wish that you can
get in touch with a loved one who
passed away? Psychic Medium
Matt Fraser delivers’ messages to
bridge the spirit of death between
the living and the dead.
The internationally famous
psychic medium, and author has
had reoccurring Live Events at
Foxwoods Resort Casino helping
audience members do just that. Fraser joined Better Connecticut and
demonstrated by giving Amanda a reading Live on air!
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kr3gnbKQtCw
Foxwoods Resort Casino is a
hotel casino in Ledyard, CT on the
Mashantucket Pequot Indian
Reservation. A complex of six
casinos, the resort covers an area
of 4,700,000 sq ft (440,000 m2).
There are several restaurants within
the casinos, among them, is a Hard
Rock Cafe. Foxwoods has 2,266 hotel rooms and a two-story arcade for children
and teens. It is now the second largest casino in the United States at
approximately 340,000 sq ft (32,000 m2) of gaming space, behind WinStar World
Casino in Oklahoma.
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Questions:
1. When did you first realize that you had this gift or ability?
2. Why did you decide to go public with this?
3. What is the difference between a psychic
and a medium? What do you consider
yourself? Are you always reading people or
do you have the ability to turn it off?
4. Do you see Bad things as well as good?
5. What do your friends think of your ability?
6. What is the best thing about your job as a
medium?
7. But you are so young! How did this gift affect your life as a teen?
8. What was growing up like for you? Have you always seen ghosts?
9. What is the most common question you get asked?
10. How can I develop my own intuition?
11. What are the different ways I can get messages from loved ones who
have departed?
12. What is a session with you like? What can a client expect?
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